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Erroneously in Fig. 3 the isolines of significant wave
height were reported to be plotted every 1 mm while they are
every 1 m. Here below is the correct figure caption:

Fig. 3. Wind (top panels) and wave (bottom panels) fields at
12:00 UTC, 11 December 2005, corresponding to the peak of the
storm: (a) BOLAM, (b) MOLOCH, (c) WRF forecast wind. Iso-
tachs are plotted every 4 m s−1 , the stronger is the wind the deeper
is the blue tone. Wave heights forecast by WAM using(d) BO-
LAM, (e) MOLOCH and(f) WRF wind field as input. Isolines of
significant wave height are plotted every 1 m . Blue tones for higher
waves, the higher are the waves the darker is the color. Red arrows
indicate the mean flow direction of waves.
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Erroneously in Sect. 4 – Results, the sentence “ Because
the wave fields are an integrated effect of the wind over the
sea, the attention is mainly focused ...” must be read as “Be-
cause the aim of the project is mainly concentrated over re-
gional areas, the attention is mainly focused ...”.

In Sect. 4.4 – Comparison with measurements, after men-
tioning the references to “(Cavaleri et al., 2003, 2006)” add
also the study by Ardhuin et al., 2007.
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